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My history with Content Analysis

Practitioner 

Methodological Generalist—CA part of a 
diversified toolbox

Interdisciplinary

Surveyor, educator



Presentation Outline
1-Content Analysis—Definitions and Main Options

2-Standards (a challenged methodology)

3-The Scientific Method and Content Analysis

Description/Prediction/Explanation

Validity

4-Focus on Computer-aided Text Analysis (CATA) 
Techniques

5-Focus on Social Networks (and Other Online 
Communications)

6-Translations/Conclusions



Early Origins of Quantitative 
Content Analysis

Content of films (1930s, Dale)

Political speech (1940s, Lasswell & Leites)

Berelson’s (1952) defining work

Violence on television (1960s)

Psychometrics via content analysis (McClelland and 
others; 1940s on)

CATA--Philip Stone’s General Inquirer at Harvard, 1965



Quantitative Content Analysis Defined
Content analysis is a summarizing, quantitative analysis of 
messages that relies on the scientific method, including 
attention to objectivity/intersubjectivity, a priori design, 
reliability, validity, generalizability, replicability, and (deductive) 
hypothesis testing (Neuendorf, 2002).  

It is not limited as to the type of messages that may be 
analyzed, nor as to the types of variables that might be 
measured (i.e., not just text)

Nonverbals

Paralanguage

Images

Audio/video streams

Etc.



Two Main Options
Two main options exist for the execution of quantitative 
content analysis.  

Human coding/Judge-based. The most commonly used 
type is that which uses human coders to analyze 
message characteristics.  An a priori coding scheme is 
devised by researchers, and the instrument is applied to 
message content by trained, reliable coders.  

CATA.  The main alternative, using computer 
applications to analyze text (called CATA, or Computer-
Aided Text Analysis), introduces a growing set of 
options for automated analyses.



Social Computing—
CATA the Main Emphasis

However, human coding procedures are 
important for:

The origination of content analytic schemes 
that eventually become CATA algorithms

The measurement of highly latent 
constructs

The ongoing validation of CATA measures



Content analysis has not always been held to the same 
standards as other quantitative methods

Poor intercoder reliability assessment and reportage 
(most recently, 38% of health media human-coded 
content analyses included no reference to reliability 
whatsoever; Neuendorf, 2009)

Analyses often limited to univariate, descriptive statistics

Validation spotty for both human coding schemes and 
CATA

Samples not always representative (poor generalizability)

Textbooks attempting to bring rigor to CA (Krippendorff, 
1980; 2004; Neuendorf, 2002; Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 2005)

The Scientific Method and Content Analysis:
Setting Standards



The Functions of Science and CATA:  

1. Description

Occurrence, context and location of 
occurrence, co-occurrence, network analysis



2.  Prediction

Ability to statistically predict past or 
future conditions from message 
characteristics
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For Prediction

Collect source data or receiver data along with content 
analysis data on messages

For Later Inference

Establish a ―worn path‖ between message data and source 
or receiver data over replications
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e.g., Text-based (CATA) profiles of 

language have predicted deception on 

the part of the source (e.g., Newman 

et al., 2003; Zhou et al. 2004)

Prediction
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e.g.,  Stylistics of chat (e.g., word length, 

punctuation, vocabulary richness) may 

predict authorship, source gender , internet 

domain (Kucukyilmaz et al. (2008)

Prediction
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e.g., Well-worn path predicting source 

gender from particular language choices 

(e.g., Chung & Pennebaker, 2007; 

2009)

Inference
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e.g., In a linking of content analysis and experimental findings, 

Franium, Seelfelt, and Vandello (2008) studied the 

prevalence of rape myth endorsements in online newspaper 

headlines regarding the 2003-2004 Kobe Bryant case, and 

then conducted an experiment that found male subjects to 

hold higher rape-supportive attitudes after exposure to myth-

endorsing headlines identified via content analysis.

Prediction



3.  Explanation

Introduction of theory – what are the 
underlying mechanisms driving relationships 
among variables?

Debates in philosophy of science over 
independence of prediction and explanation

e.g., Symmetry thesis:  

every successful explanation is a potential prediction, 
every successful prediction a potential explanation 
(Hempel, 1965; Ruben, 1990)



3.  Explanation

Prediction without explanation—a hollow 
victory?

e.g., Naccarato & Neuendorf’s (1998) 
significant prediction of print ad recall, with 
59% of variance ―explained‖; predictors not 
consistent with prevailing advertising literature

e.g., Predictions of gender from language use



CATA



Measurement in CATA
Three choices:

Custom Dictionaries

Complicated, time-consuming

Standard Dictionaries

A task of matching one’s conceptualization to 
someone else’s operationalization—sometimes a 
scavenger hunt

Similar to the challenge of finding an appropriate 
scale for a survey

―Emergent‖ Coding—outcome based on language 
patterns that emerge (e.g., CATPAC)



Validity and CATA

Validation part of development of CATA system (e.g., Lin et al., 
2009—genres of online discussion threads)

Validation of thematic CA (psychometrics) against self-report—
rare and uncertain (e.g., McClelland et al., 1992)

A comprehensive model for assessing content, external, and 
predictive validity when using CATA—Short, Broberg, Cogliser, 
Brigham (2010) as applied to ―entrepreneurial orientation‖:

Content validity—an inductive/deductive combo

External validity—use multiple sampling frames

Predictive validity—measure non-CATA variables that should 
relate



Validity of Standard Dictionaries
Trusting the Standard Dictionary—an issue of 
face validity

Few CATA programs reveal the full dictionary lists 
(e.g., Diction, General Inquirer)

None reveal the full algorithm (including 
disambiguation (e.g., well, pot, leaves))

None account for negation

Construct and Criterion Validity
Rod Hart’s Diction—‖normed‖ rather than validated

Gottschalk and Bechtel’s PCAD—validated against 
standard psychiatric diagnoses 



Quantitative CATA Programs
Program Author Original Purpose

VBPro M. Mark Miller Newspaper articles

Yoshikoder Will Lowe Political documents

WordStat Normand Peladeau Part of SimStat, a statistical analysis 
package

General Inquirer Philip Stone General mainframe computer 
application (1960s)

Profiler Plus Michael Young Communications of world leaders

LIWC 2007 Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis Linguistic characteristics & 
psychometrics

Diction 5.0 Rod Hart Political speech

PCAD 2000 Gottschalk & Bechtel Psychiatric diagnoses

WORDLINK James Danowski Network analysis/communication

CATPAC Joseph Woelfel Consumer behavior/marketing



Quantitative CATA Programs
Program Type Validation

VBPro Word count/custom dictionaries only N/A—all custom dictionaries

Yoshikoder Word count/custom dictionaries only N/A—all custom dictionaries

WordStat Word count/custom dictionaries only N/A—all custom dictionaries

General 
Inquirer

Word count with dictionaries Dictionaries adapted from Harvard IV,  
Lasswell values, other standard linguistic 
and socio-psychological scales

Profiler Plus Word count with dictionaries Proprietary

LIWC 2007 Word count with dictionaries Some dimensions have been validated 
against assessments by human judges

Diction 5.0 Word count with dictionaries No—based on R. Hart’s substantive work

PCAD 2000 Word count with dictionaries Long history of development of a human-
coded scheme; both human & CATA 
heavily validated against  clinical diagnoses

WORDLINK Word co-occurrence N/A—emergent dimensions

CATPAC Word co-occurrence N/A—emergent dimensions



Online Communication



Online Communication

Online message content—an unprecedented amount of 
often naturally-occurred ―speech‖/text

―Cues filtered out‖ vs. ―hyperpersonal‖ models of online 
communication (Walther, 2004; 2007)

A ―place of refuge‖ for marginalized communicators (e.g., 
children (Kim et al., 2007), those with autism (Newton, 
Kramer, & McIntosh, 2009)



Online Communication

However, there have been found striking differences 
between computer-mediated communication (CMC) and 
non-CMC text (Abbasi & Chen, 2008):

CMC richer in interaction

CMC less topical

CMC incorporates novel language varieties (including 
web-centric symbolic cues such as emoticons; 
Neviarouskaya, Predinger, & Ishizuka, 2007; 2009)

CMC may be one-to-one or mass in intent (unique in 
communication)



Content Analyses of Online Communication

Early CATA studies examined web sites, blogs, 
postings

Attempting to infer source affect (e.g., Abbasi et 
al., 2008; Lieberman & Goldstein, 2006; 
Neviarouskaya et al., 2009)

Using stylometrics to identify authorship (e.g., 
Kucukyilmaz et al., 2008; Opoku et al., 2007)



Content Analyses of Social Networking

Until recently, most were human-coded

Studies of MySpace and Facebook, analyzing, 
e.g.:

Personal disclosure (Jones et al., 2008)

Pictorial self-presentation (Kane, 2008)

Cross-national differences (Lunk, 2008)

Ethnic and racial identities (Grasmuck et al., 2009) 

Use of social networking sites by 2008 U.S. 
presidential candidates (Compton, 2008)



CATA and Social Networking

Few examples to date

Kucukyilmaz et al. (2008) used CATA to predict the 
identities of 100 online authors from language use in 
chat logs…but they had to use some human 
intervention to achieve 99.7% hit rate

Barriers:

Social Networking sites incorporate images, video, etc.

Fluidity of content

Hidden features (e.g., long discussions on Facebook)



Translations
Scientific inquiry and advancement of knowledge in the area of 
computer processing of text is impeded by separate literatures 
among engineering, systems science, psychologists, 
communication scientists, linguists

Terminology translations

e.g., Lin et al. (2009) establish ―coherence‖ between their 
automated classification system for online discussion threads 
in a school system and human ratings. . . it’s what I would 
call ―validation‖

Deductive/inductive mutual process (data mining, etc.)—not 
routinely accepted by social/behavioral scientists



Conclusion

The challenges to producing useful applications of content 
analysis that employ the standards of scientific inquiry, 
particularly within the context of automated analyses, are 
substantial.  

However, the benefits of a scientific approach are even more 
substantial, including greater confidence in knowledge and the 
ability to explain findings and predict future outcomes in other 
contexts. 

As Carl Sagan famously stated, science is a ―candle in the dark‖ 
(Sagan, 1997).



end



Yoshikoder



About Yoshikoder

Created by Will Lowe at Harvard’s Department of 
Government

Can be downloaded free at www.yoshikoder.org

A cross-platform, multi-lingual CATA program

Must run one case at a time

Assumes the researcher will create dictionaries

Can import external dictionaries

Exports results into Excel

http://www.yoshikoder.org/


Yoshikoder: KWIC and Concordance



Yoshikoder: Dictionary Report



LIWC



About LIWC

•Created by Pennebaker, Booth, & Francis

•Intended to measure both affective and cognitive 
constructs

•84 Output Variables (standard dictionaries): 

•17 Standard linguistic dimensions (e.g., number of 

pronouns)

•25 Word categories (e.g., ―psychological constructs – affect, 

cognition‖)

•10 Time categories (e.g.―space, motion‖)

•19 Personal concerns  (e.g., ―home‖)



LIWC Dictionaries (dimensions) with sample words
http://www.liwc.net/descriptiontable1.php

http://www.liwc.net/descriptiontable1.php


The LIWC Interface



LIWC Output:  Data Matrix 
(Each row is a case/text, each column a dictionary)



Diction 5.0



About Diction
• Created by Roderick P. Hart, University of Texas, originally for the 

purpose of analyzing political discourse

• To measure ―semantic features‖, uses a series of 31 standard 
dictionaries and five ―Master Variables‖ (scales constituted of 
combinations of the 31):

• Activity

• Optimism

• Certainty

• Realism

• Commonality



The Diction Interface



Diction Output:  Dictionary Totals with Normative Values



Diction Output: Changing Normative Values



Diction: Custom Dictionaries as Simple .txt Files



PCAD



About PCAD
Developed by Gottschalk & Bechtel, using scales developed by 
Gottschalk & Gleser for human-coding in 1960s

Diagnostic—assesses one text at a time

Intended for naturally-occurring speech or writing, minimum 
80 words

Measures states of neuropsychiatric interest such as:
Anxiety

Hostility

Cognitive impairment

Depression

Schizophrenia

Achievement Strivings

Hope



The PCAD Interface



PCAD Interface-2



PCAD Output:  4 Types
(Clauses, Summaries, Analyses, Diagnoses)



PCAD Output:  Analyses



PCAD Output:  Diagnoses



About CATPAC
Created by Joseph Woelfel, Communication scientist at 
University of Buffalo

Part of the GALILEO suite of softwares that analyze and 
display various types of networks

CATPAC uses a neural network approach, identifying the 
most frequent words and determining patterns of 
connection based on co-occurrence

A scanning window is used to measure the association/co-
occurrence

Uses cluster analysis to present results of this co-
occurrence procedure



The CATPAC Interface



CATPAC Output:  

Descending Frequency List, Alphabetically Sorted List



CATPAC Output:  Dendogram



CATPAC Output:  3D Plot


